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ABSTRACT
The demand for e-learning services increased during the developments of the COVID-19 virus and its rapid spread, and the recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO) that social distancing should be required. The rapid transition to the e-learning environment quickly led to the neglect of some security aspects, which led to an increase in cyber attacks targeting computer accounts, which is one of the most important pillars of e-learning. In these papers, the attacks that target the cloud computer used in the most important e-learning have been studied and classified according to the victim using an inductive methodology based on global statistics related to cyber attacks and recent research. And suggest appropriate solutions to avoid its occurrence in the near future and raise the level of protection for those computer clouds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
From the inception of computer networks to the present day, network security is one of the most important and complex issues related to networks. Network security or as so called cybersecurity, is the main challenge for network designers and operators [1], [2]. More specifically, the concept of informatio-security refers to the techniques and processes which are designed in form to protect all types of sensitive information and data whether in electronic or printed form from unauthorized-access. For the digital world or the fourth industrial age in which we live, information of all types considered as valuable asset in digital word for every company and individual, which increases its importance to protect them from damage or theft [3]. Whereas, cybersecurity is a branch of information-security which deals with protecting Internet systems including software, data and hardware from any type of cyber attacks. Protects network integrity from unauthorized electronic access [4], [5]. Network security is a branch of cyber security that is designed to protect network connectivity and secure data delivery through network components. Thus, the concept of network-security is a branch of information/internet security that deals with the implementation and planning of network-security measures to protect the integrity of software and networks from unauthorized-access and hacking [6]. It protects the network-accessible resources and information technology (IT) infrastructure of organization from all kinds of cyber-threats like viruses, malware, trojans, spyware, and spam. A network-security professional’s job is to make transferring data over networks more safer by providing technical solutions including assistance with intrusion detection systems, firewalls, encryption, and digital certificates [3].

The development of technology, the increase in demand, and the use of Internet services has increased the opportunity for criminals to exploit these requests, and the number of users has increased to
carry out cyber attacks that almost paralyze the movement of many websites [6]. During the past few years, all areas of life witnessed a rapid transformation to the digital world because of the spread of the Coronavirus disease or as so called COVID-19 pandemic. This rapid transformation did not allow many institutions to take into account the requirements of cyber security, which created a very suitable environment for saboteurs and criminals to carry out cyber attacks in a large way [7]. According to, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) report, the rate of cyber attacks increased during the year 2020 compared to 2019, and the report also indicated that we would be lucky if the rate of these crimes remained at this level, but the indications are that these attacks are constantly increasing [8]. The Corona crisis directly affected the education sector in particular. It prompted many schools and universities to close their doors to students, teachers, and administrative, which almost caused a complete halt to education operations. This caused great concern to everyone who has an interest in this sector, especially students who expect to take exams that determine their future, such as exams for middle and high school certificates or even university exams [7]. E-learning process depends mainly on cloud computing, which provides services to save students’ data and grades in addition to files related to educational curricula such as google class room platform, Zoom, Microsoft teams and other educational platforms [9], [10].

Ibrahim et al. [11] proposed a hybrid cloud computing architecture. This architecture constitutes an ideal solution to the problems of e-learning in developing countries that do not have the components of e-learning. Nevertheless, none of the security risks that may face this structure or the development of security solutions or strategies to prevent its penetration were discussed.

Kanwal et al. [12] provided a comprehensive explanation of the risks faced by the cloud computer by presenting different types of potential cyber attacks. Also, their highlighted the importance of the policies followed by both the server and the client to maintain an acceptable level of security when using the computer cloud. But no practical solutions were presented for these cyber attacks. Arora and Nandal [13] presented a literary reading of the research related to cyber attacks. The research concluded that there is a real problem facing cloud-based e-learning. Because of students often neglect the security aspect while benefiting from cloud services and also the flexibility requirements that must be provided in the cloud that increase the risks of attacks However, no practical solutions have been presented to these risks.

Ahmad et al. [14] presented a detailed explanation of the structure of cloud computing used in IoT and machine learning applications, which is very similar to the structure of the ordinary computer cloud. He presented a new classification of the levels of security that must be available in the cloud according to the four main categories. According to, Alexei and Alexei [15] the cyber attacks that e-learning suffers from can be classified according to the technologies used by e-learning (learning management system (LMS), Cloud Computing, volatile substance abuse (VSA)). The researcher suggested a solution for each technology separately, but without activating or trying the proposed technologies. The results concluded to the need to constantly update the software and applications used.

Hence, educational institutions face the threat of cyber-attacks that aim to access information related to exams or tamper with students’ data and grades. The matter becomes more dangerous when talking about institutions of higher education and scientific research [16], [17]. Statistics indicate that the field of education in particular, the losses resulting from the data breach amounted to about 3.9 million dollars [18], while the losses caused by data breaches in scientific research will cost approximately 1.53 million dollars [19]. Perhaps the main reason for the high cost and rates of cybercrime is due to the rapid transition to e-learning applications, whose weaknesses have not been tested and tested well, as indicated previously. Therefore, there is great importance to study the cyber-attacks encountered by the e-learning process and determine its structure, which certainly contributes to the development of that process in terms of cyber security to ensure a higher level of protection. Thus, we identify all types of cyber attacks and discover weaknesses in the current applications used in e-learning in addition to recent research related to the analysis of these attacks to find appropriate solutions to these attacks and prevent similar occurrences in the future.

2. METHOD
2.1. Cloud computing

It is one of the most important internet applications in the field of e-learning. Where, cloud computing provides a suitable environment for both students, professors, and administrative bodies in universities and schools, where in health conditions that prevent the presence of students in the classroom and it is not possible to predict a specific date for the return to normal life [20]. Cloud computing comes as an option optimized to create a virtual environment for storing student data for the administrative body, as for students and professors. Cloud computing services include virtual laboratories within a modeling environment that enhances student understanding and makes it easier for teachers to perform their task. The following are the most important services provided by cloud computing in the field of e-learning, as shown in Figure 1.
a. Software as a service (SaaS): this service provides the use of various applications and programs such as Microsoft Office and online modeling programs through the user’s account only without incurring licensing costs.

b. Platform as a service (PaaS): these services support software development through different programming languages, allowing the teacher to design a lab with specific tools and share the program with their students.

c. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): that allows students to test and learn about operating systems and is very important for students of technology and computer engineering.

![Figure 1. Cloud computing services](image)

Addition to, setting online quarterly exams and canceling them after the end of the semester, creating accounts for many users to do their projects and training. It became possible to harness cloud computing technology to serve educational goals in several areas, including providing lessons remotely or lectures or even labs. The mechanism of work to achieve this is through teachers or lecturers uploading the necessary documents and notes to an electronic cloud directly or through a university or school application so that students can access and benefit from that data at any time. Courses and seminars can also be shared through the same cloud. Cloud computing service can include many benefits for learners [21], [22], including:
- Ease of sharing exercises and assignments to teachers and students as well and take tests directly.
- Easy access to exercises, tests and projects which submitted by students.
- Provides easy communication between students.
- Provides new educational means for both teachers and students.
- Provides a way to use apps and programs without downloading them and installing them on devices that may not meet the requirements of those applications, where they just need to connect to the internet.
- University students can access all programs at any time, from any where and using any portable device connected to the internet.
- Access to systems to develop programs and applications then store them in the university infrastructure.

2.2. Learning management system (LMS)

A LMS is an online program used to design, implement and evaluate a learning system within an educational institution. Universities and schools tend to use LMS to have a comprehensive digital structure of their education system [23], [24]. The LMS platform can be used as a communication platform between the school and students; whether it is to implement e-learning or integrate blended learning. The system can also be used to handle personnel matters, track student progress, generate monthly reports, and more. There are many LMS standards that must be in place for a successful and effective implementation. Here are the components of a LMS that you need to have a general idea of the system.

2.2.1. A platform for student-teacher communication

Among the many advantages of the existing LMS is that it simplifies the interaction between the main users within the educational institution: teachers and students. Instead of switching between emails and chats, students and educators can easily communicate within a unified platform either individually or as a group.
These platforms for texting, messaging, and communication make it easier for teachers to send out assignments, reminders, and progress reports and communicate with parents and students.

2.2.2. Create calendars
A good LMS platform should be able to include an assessment feature. This is useful for many reasons: it constitutes a general calendar to keep each party informed of deadlines, important events, and holidays. Calendars can also be used for each course to specifically update lessons and activities.

2.2.3. User affairs management
Under a LMS, there is a huge range of users who take advantage of its features. These programs include teachers, students, managers, department heads, and even parents. The LMS must be able to create an easy-to-use and simplified interface for each participant. Another option also includes the ability to track work performance and generate monthly or annual reports accordingly [25].

2.2.4. Manage notifications
An important feature that can certainly be added to any LMS management system is the notification center. The LMS notifies people when an event occurs that they need to know about. This is especially useful for facilitating communication between users to get the latest ads that are shared among all.

2.2.5. Setting calendars
This function is fantastic for saving the instructor or department head time and effort. Rather than, squandering time developing and planning quizzes. This tool can handle that, allowing teachers to measure and compare student progress against learning objectives and expectations.

2.2.6. Material management and registration
LMS platforms can manage courses registration within the system and manage all aspects of a course. The LMS allows adding or withdrawing materials, assigning materials to teachers and students. Through LMS, teachers may create and integrate course materials, articulate learning goals, align content and assessments, track studying progress, and create customized tests for students.

2.2.7. Cloud storage system
Typically, LMS platforms integrate a cloud storage system for quick and easy access to materials. This is very useful for students as they do not have to browse through endless files to get the required files. Teachers also benefit from this feature as they can download lesson materials, tools, and assignments with the click of a button.

2.3. Video-conference
It is a relatively recent communication technology that relies on visual communication between a group of people, where the sound and image are transmitted directly between a group of people located in different geographical areas. These connections need a high connection speed in addition to a set of equipment such as a reasonable quality microphone and headphones, in addition to a web camera. Thus, the participants in the video communication can see each other and hear each other as if they were gathered in one place [26]. This type of communication has many applications, not only in the field of business, but also in the field of education, where it is possible to hold scientific seminars and lectures and conduct research discussions via the Internet and in the presence of people who may be difficult to be present in one place, which supports e-learning. Thus, it saves a lot of trouble and hardship by achieving the same goals of meeting people without travel costs or physical fatigue. This technology allows to exchange and display of files during the meeting session and directly. Visual communication technology can be classified into two main categories [27]:

a. The first type is point-to-point communication between two people.
b. The other is multi-point communication between groups of people [26].

This technology is one of the most important techniques used in e-learning, as it provided an interactive teaching method that contributes to the dissemination of education in places far from the teacher [27]. Where the video connection provides a means of communication between the teacher and the students, through which the teacher can explain the lessons to the students, and the students can in return for asking questions and participating in solving exercises, as well as exchanging files and taking attendance for students. Thus, e-learning based on cloud computing for educational institutions has some security issues that need to be addressed [28]. So, in the next section we will be discussing the security aspects and cyber attacks that threaten the security and integrity of cloud-based e-learning. We will also discuss the major security concerns and possible solutions to them.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The security challenges become a significant challenge in order to ensure that only the right information is available to the right people at the right time. One of the most significant problems that has hampered the growth of cloud computing is security [29], [30]. In general, the security aspects and cyber-attacks that threaten the security and integrity of cloud-based e-learning can be classified into two main categories, as shown in Figure 2.

a. Security aspects and cyber attacks targeting cloud computing infrastructure and causing harm to a number of users.

b. Security approaches and cyber attacks targeting individuals who use cloud computer computing services and causing harm to the target person.

3.1. Security aspects and cyber attacks targeting the cloud computing infrastructure

Each type of cloud computing services (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) has a specific pattern or type of cyber-attack that differs in terms of its intended goal. But all of these attacks combine to cause harm to the real beneficiaries of cloud computing services. These attacks can be categorized as:

3.1.1. SaaS

During SaaS programming of cloud computing services, the responsibility for information security rests with the service provider to prevent others from viewing information about a specific customer without his permission. Accordingly, it is difficult for the customer himself to verify the existence of these security measures by the server [31]. The most important security problems faced by this service are:

a. Data preservation: the main task of cloud computing is to save customer information in a huge data bank and protect this information from damage, loss, unauthorized access or unauthorized modification. Because these banks are the main target of hackers and cyber attacks. Therefore, the cloud server must address these points and ensure that the privacy of customer data is not compromised to maintain a high level of security.

b. Network security: network security protects your network and data from breaches, intrusions and other threats. The security of the computer network in the cloud is related to the encryption mechanisms that the cloud service provider uses to protect data from leakage. For examples, transport layer security (TLS) and secure socket layer (SSL), man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM), port scanning, and packet sniffing.

c. Data validity: data verification is one of the operations that a program performs to make sure that the data entered is clean and not intended to sabotage the program or anything like that. The cloud computing must provide the safety of data stores and ensure access to them at any time without loss or damage. To ensure that this goal is achieved, the following criteria are used structured query language (SQL) injection flaws, data validation, and insecure storage.

d. Data separation: customer data is stored in the cloud contiguously. Consequently, it is difficult to distinguish customer data from another customer. In other words, the cloud service provider must
provide an appropriate protocol for separating the data of each client. Ordinarily, the separating done either physically or using a software architecture that secures this purpose.

e. Cyber attacks: being a data bank, the cloud is a valuable target for hackers who are trying hard to access users’ data in order to use it for their personal purposes. Despite the high security precautions provided by the SaaS server. Hackers can still sometimes penetrate the fortifications of the cloud.

3.1.2. PaaS

It's a programming environment that allows users to access and use applications. The application is offered by the providers, who supply the development environment and toolkits against cloud computing security threats and countermeasures [32]. The most important security problems faced by this service are:

a. Data location: PaaS cloud services provide the ability to create and test applications and software. SaaS applications are used to obtain PaaS services. Therefore, the location of the data is not known to the user, what causes a risk for the data, as the data may be stored in a server that does not have a high reliability. For this reason, many countries are seeking to set strict standards about where customer data is stored so that it is not allowed under any circumstances to store sensitive data in places outside the borders of the country.

b. Absolute access: the cloud service provider has absolute access to the data and applications in the cloud. It makes the data available to the service provider who is likely to use it unauthorizedly. Therefore, must ensure the protection of critical data and applications, whether hosted in the cloud, as a service or on-premises.

3.1.3. IaaS

It's a type of cloud computing that uses the internet to deliver virtualized computing resources. IaaS is one of the three primary categories of cloud computing services. This service faces some problems and challenges [33], the most significant problems and obstacles that this service encounters will be listed.

a. Web service attack: the cloud infrastructure is accessed via Internet services, more specifically the simple object application protocol (SOAP). SOAP uses XML techniques to pass messages. Despite of the security efficiency of XML, there are still some cyber attacks that succeed in achieving their goals in penetrating XML messages.

b. Service level agreement (SLA): SLA is a contract established between a customer and a cloud computing service provider in which the service provider guarantees a specified level of quality through a set of variables. They explicitly identify measurements, obligations, and expectations so that, in the case of service difficulties, all parties have a common knowledge of the needs. The cyber-attack may target the service level.

c. Distributed denial of service (DDoS): distributed attacks on networks or network-dependent services are called DDoS attacks. This type of cyber attack depends on the limited capabilities of service providers across the network, such as the cloud infrastructure or the website of an organization or company. This attack is often called a flooding attack. It is done by sending a flood of requests on the cloud server so that the cloud resources as processor and RAM, become insufficient to meet all the requests. Thus, cloud services become unavailable to the rest of the users. In such cases, the cloud server resorts to sharing resources from a nearby server. But the best solution is to distinguish the phantom requests in the CPU.

d. Man-in-the-middle (MITM): MITM attack is one form of eavesdropping where there is an untrusted person. The attacker is eavesdropping and monitoring the communication between two devices and capturing the information that is exchanged between these two devices in order to access that data, and sometimes the attacker change the data that is exchanged. In this pattern, the attacker targets the public key of the sent encrypted messages and then modifies that key with another task-specific key before sending it back to the receiver. During the occurrence of this attack, both the sender and the receiver do not feel that the attack has occurred and that the transmitted data has already been exposed or even changed by the attacker, and herein lays the danger of such attacks.

e. Domain name system (DNS): a DNS attack targets the DNS infrastructure. Both the IaaS cloud server and the client handle non-realistic internet protocol (IP) addresses and the DNS server translates the requested addresses into IP addresses. The attack on the DNS server aims to change the requested addresses and thus control the communication process between the server and the client.

3.2. Security aspects and cyber attacks targeting individual

3.2.1. Account theft

These attacks are considered among the most dangerous attacks. Where a specific customer is targeted to obtain login information for an account owned by a person or organization with the aim of taking full control on account, copying confidential information, deleting information or destroying it, which causes
great losses to the real account holder on the physical and moral level. The level of complexity of the attack depends on the awareness of the user or customer and the protection measures to prevent account theft by hackers.

3.2.2. Phishing

Phishing attack is actually one of the complex account theft methods that need expertise by the hacker in web design. During a phishing attack, the attacker designs a website with an interface similar to the login interface to the cloud. Then, he sends the link of the fake page to the victim and asks them to log in, which prompts the victim to log in to the fake page. The fake page is designed to send the information entered by the victim to the attacker and thus the account is completely controlled by the vandal.

3.2.3. Malware

It is software that is written with the aim of controlling the computer after it is installed on it. The modus operandi of this software varies according to its different types, some of which target keyboard tracking or tracing logins saved on the computer. There are many types of malware, and they can be classified according to:

a. Viruses: which are parts or sections of program code such as functions those cybercriminals insert into normal code of programs. When a program is installed and starts working, it damages computers systems and damages the files. In addition, these codes may insert themselves into codes of normal software.

b. Worms: which are stand-alone malware that comes and transferring from one computer to another, and they are able to transform very quickly, literally making their way across the devices of network.

c. Trojans: which are programs that are not able to generate themselves, and users innocently allow them to go through their computers because trojans look like program or something else that user wants. Once in, the trojan horse enables other software “malware” to enter the system of device and may allow hackers to install harmful programs manually or accessing your computer personally or remotely.

3.2.4. Port scan

During this attack, the hacker penetrates the firewall. This allows to access open windows, and reads their data and information, which causes a loss of confidentiality of information and mechanisms of integration with the cloud. Therefore, it requires great experience in operating systems and mechanisms for penetrating various firewalls.

After a statement and clarification, security aspects and cyber attacks targeting the cloud computing infrastructure. Also, explain the security aspects and cyber attacks targeting individual. Some security steps that must be taken into consideration by both the cloud server and the end users:

a. Security measures and suggestions for cloud computing infrastructure: all of the above was a sufficient and strong justification for taking action to shift towards e-learning and its mechanisms and ways of integrating it with traditional education methods. E-learning harnessed the development of technology, such as increasing speed of communication and cloud computing, in addition to the technologies of the internet of things (IoT). The following are some practices that must be taken care of:

- The cloud computer should provide protection tools to prevent unauthorized access and allow the user to take a backup copy of his data and adopt electronic signature mechanisms to ensure the validity of the data such as hash value.
- Providing a layer of protection for the connection that analyzes data and requests such as SSL and TSL, in addition to identifying fake requests, which constitute one of the most dangerous cyber attacks.
- Take appropriate mechanisms to separate the data of different users.
- Ensuring appropriate encryption of data by adopting a unique encryption key for each client so that it is impossible for the cloud server to read user data, thus providing a secure environment within the cloud.
- Adopting constantly updated servers to prevent hackers from entering.

b. Security measures and suggestions for the end user: awareness of potential security risks is the most important requirement that must be met by end users. Mahyooob’s [7] study has proven that the rapid transition to e-learning under the current circumstances was not an option. Therefore, many users are not already prepared to engage in the e-learning process and bear its security risks. Thus, awareness must be spread among the user community towards these risks. The following are some practices that must be taken care of:

- Saving personal account login on devices not owned by the account holder.
In these papers, the mechanisms of e-learning and its various applications that depend almost entirely on Internet resources have been studied. Then the security risks and potential cyber attacks facing the use of computer clouds during the e-learning process were classified into two main categories, the first targeting the end user (teachers, students, educational institutions) and the second targeting the cloud server itself. In addition to a study of each type of those risks and attacks. As a result of this study, it can be said that the responsibility to maintain a high level of security rests with both the end users and the cloud computer server together, especially in light of the large and rapid demand for cloud computing resources, in addition to the fact that some strict security measures for the cloud server may be annoying some times for users, who demand more flexibility from the cloud server.

4. CONCLUSION

In these papers, the mechanisms of e-learning and its various applications that depend almost entirely on Internet resources have been studied. Then the security risks and potential cyber attacks facing the use of computer clouds during the e-learning process were classified into two main categories, the first targeting the end user (teachers, students, educational institutions) and the second targeting the cloud server itself. In addition to a study of each type of those risks and attacks. As a result of this study, it can be said that the responsibility to maintain a high level of security rests with both the end users and the cloud computer server together, especially in light of the large and rapid demand for cloud computing resources, in addition to the fact that some strict security measures for the cloud server may be annoying some times for users, who demand more flexibility from the cloud server.
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